ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service
As resilient and highly-available as your HC3 cluster performs in your datacenter, some types of disasters are beyond anyone’s
control. It is only a matter of time before a site-level disaster affects your datacenter. Native HC3 remote, continuous replication
and failover features help protect VM and application workloads as long as you have a remote site for DR.
Privately hosting a DR site might be overkill for some some IT environment needs and budgets. ScaleCare Remote Recovery
Service provides a remote DR center to protect your business at a price that fits the size and budget of your datacenter needs.
Why ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service? The importance of your IT assets is not
defined by the size of your business nor the number of your sites. Hosting a site for
DR may simply be outside of your business plan and add up to an unnecessary cost.
Your alternatives are classic tape and ship solutions or intrusive DR backup solutions
residing on each individual VM to a 3rd party vendor hosted backup site.
ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service is built right into the management interface,
allowing you to quickly and easily setup protection for any number of VMs on your
cluster to the secure, remote datacenter. It is not only easy to use but it offers a
number of additional features and benefits.

Your Datacenter

Benefits
Already built in to HC3
Easy to use
Use only what you need
Secure site and transmission
Fully supported by Scale
Computing

Secured Remote Datacenter
SAEE-16 SOC 2 Certified
PCI Compliant

Your Users

Secure VPN
Secure SSH

What are the ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service features?
No Software Installs - The replication requires no agents
installed on guest operating systems, because it is already
built into the HC3 HyperCore architecture to protect any OS,
application, and data workload on HC3.
User Configurable - Built on integrated snapshot technology,
you can customize your snapshot schedules to maximize
protection, retention, and bandwidth efficiency. Rollback to
point-in-time snapshots as needed. RPOs as low as 5
minutes!
Continuous Replication - Entire VM workloads, including
snapshots, are replicated at continuous intervals over any
geographical distance to minimize data loss in a disaster
scenario.
Network Efficiently - After the initial replication copy is
made, only changed blocks are replicated and integrated
compression algorithms make efficient use of available
bandwidth.

Per VM Granularity - Protect only the VMs that require
remote availability and configure protection for new VMs in
practically one click.
Remote Availability - Failover VMs within minutes to the
remote HC3 cluster and connect your users to their data.
Failback to On-Site - After failover to the remote HC3
Cluster, your running VM workload can be replicated directly
back, sending only the data that has changed, and failed
back over to your local HC3 cluster.
Secure Communication - SSH replication tunneling secures
remote data transmission to the DR site over a site-to-site
VPN for secure user connectivity.
DR Testing - Semi-annual DR testing with full support from
Scale Computing assures recovery success.

“ Beta testing in the DRaaS program has put my mind at ease when it comes to
recovery. Setting up automatic monthly, weekly, daily, and minute snap shots
of my VMs is unbelievably easy. All these are pushed to the cloud automatically,
and removed on the date you set them to expire. Highly recommend.”
David Reynolds - IT Manager, Lectrodryer, LLC

ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service provides all of the services and support you need without having to manage and pay for
a private remote DR site and allows you to pay for only the VM protection you need. Whether you are protecting your minimal
critical workloads or broadly protecting your entire HC3 workload environment to minimize disruption, you pay for only the VM
protection you need without upfront capital expense. Prices start as low as $100/month per VM.
Here at Scale Computing, we recognize that your IT assets are the engines that keep your business moving. Providing tools
that help you drive your business is as important to our success as it is to yours. No one can predict when a disaster might
affect an entire HC3 clustered datacenter. ScaleCare Remote Recovery Service is the final layer of protection from Scale
Computing that you need to ensure business continuity of your datacenter.
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